Peer-to-peer Desktop Grids provide integrated computational resources by leveraging autonomous desktop computers located at the edge of the Internet to offer high computing power. The arbitrary arrival and serving rates of tasks on peers impedes the high throughput in large-scale P2P Grids. We propose a novel autonomous resource allocation scheme, which can maximize the throughput of self-organizing P2P Grid systems. Our design possesses three key features: (1) high adaptability to dynamic environment by proactive and convex-optimal estimation of nodes' volatile states; (2) minimized task migration conflict probability (upper bound can be limited to 2%) of over-utilized nodes individually shifting surplus loads; (3) a load-status conscious gossip protocol for optimizing distributed resource discovery effect. Based on a real-life user's workload and capacity distribution (conforming to Pareto distribution), the simulation results show that our approach could get significantly improved throughput with 23.6%∼47.1% reduction on unprocessed workload compared to other methods.
Introduction
Peer-to-peer Desktop Grids, evolving from two pertinent solutions, i.e., Grids and Peer-to-Peer (P2P) systems, provide a new form of wide-area resource sharing by leveraging autonomous desktop computers located at the edge of the Internet.
Such systems are well suited for those willing to quickly deploy a computing grid without requiring any centralized administration. In the past decade, we have witnessed Peer-to-peer Desktop Grids have evolved from the emergence to the stable and production status. Examples include BonjourGrid [1] , Condor-Flock P2P [2] , P2PGrid [3] , Alchemi [4] , PastryGrid [5] , Self-Gridron [6] , Harmony [7] , etc. The inherent wide distribution, heterogeneity, and dynamism of Desktop Grids make them well suited to the execution of loosely-coupled parallel applications, such as the Bag-of-Tasks (BoT) applications whose tasks are completely independent on each other. Trends also show that the future P2P Grids will instead be composed of extremely large number of individual machines [8] .
In a P2P Grid, each user offers his/her computer to execute the tasks submitted by local users with arbitrary arrival rates or tasks migrated from other peers.
Since centralized algorithms may be unrealistic on such large-scale platform, a local scheduler at each peer node is activated periodically to determine if the tasks should be executed locally or at a remote host for dynamic load balancing and better resource utilization.
To achieve high throughput for the execution of applications in a large-scale P2P Grid system is a challenging work because machine's computing power is heterogeneous in nature, the workload injected to the system may vary from time to time, and the resource availability is usually subject to the users' own free will which is uncontrollable. The autonomy in performing task scheduling also makes it difficult to precisely predict the runtime load status and resource availability at each peer node due to the mutual impact of their on-line scheduling decisions. Solutions that can adapt to the heterogeneity and dynamism through dynamic load balancing in a decentralized and scalable manner is a step toward realizing the ideal computing ability. To maximize the use of available resources, we need to solve the imbalanced load distribution problem dynamically and variance of processing capacity among heterogeneous peers, as well as the resource contention problem of their on-line scheduling decisions.
Recently, more and more heuristic strategies have been proposed to maximize the system throughput by making use of load balancing in existing P2P Grid systems [2, 4, 7, 9, 10] . Traditional task scheduling strategies mainly focus on minimizing the system's makespan (i.e. the time required to complete all tasks) for achieving high system throughput [11, 12] . However, makespan minimization is not suitable for large-scale distributed platforms as acquiring all various parameters (e.g., workload of individual tasks and the resource availability of all nodes) might take long time, which is also error-prone. Considering the heterogeneity of computing nodes, many other task scheduling solutions [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] are designed based on a fairness index criterion of nodes' workload levels. Unlike the traditional concept of fairness on user tasks' service level (e.g. the fairness of task's response), the fairness of nodes' workload levels is usually used to evaluate the system's load balancing level and guide schedulers to (re)distribute workload among nodes proportional to their computing capacities, achieving more balanced resource utilization. Specifically, Jain's fairness index [18] has been commonly adopted to identify underutilized resources and higher fairness value 1 is usually leveraged to denote more balanced load distribution, which may imply higher system throughput to certain extent [19] as well. For example, T. Repantis et al.
[ 16] try to improve the system performance by maximizing the fairness index of load distribution. Y. Drougas et al. [14] also devised an autonomous algorithm by means of the load distribution fairness, aiming to improve the P2P system's performance. However, there are no theoretical propositions to confirm the relation of system throughput and fairness index of workload level, thus most existing solutions that alleviate unfairness of resource utilization can only be based on experiences and may actually not necessarily achieve high throughput.
In this research, we studied the autonomous resource allocation problem in P2P desktop Grid system with large number of nodes and user tasks. We focus on batch mode scheduling for applications: the jobs arriving at the same period at each peer node are grouped into one batch and are scheduled unilaterally by the local scheduler without coordination. All further arriving jobs after the scheduler is activated are delayed to be scheduled in the next period. Via dynamically determining the location for executing the submitted tasks, our goal is to maximize system-wide throughput.
This work possesses three contributions:
• We formally prove that maximizing Jain's fairness index of node's workload level is not a sufficient condition for achieving high system throughput. We derive a new metric, called average load level (ALL) (i.e., the mean value of nodes' load levels ) 2 , which could accurately reflect the system throughput 1 usually at the range of [0, 1] . The fairness index is 1 when all peers are equally loaded. 2 a node's load level is defined as its total workload of all tasks assigned to it divided by its from the statistical view. We prove that the accuracy of average load level will not be impacted by the distribution of node capacities in a large-scale heterogeneous system with vast nodes and tasks.
• We propose a convex-optimization analysis based on a proactive load prediction model to determine the optimal load amount for migration. The method overcomes the slow resource state propagation problem generally encountered in a large-scale P2P network [14, 11, 20] , which tried to aggregate global or partial resource states via various gossip protocols [21, 22] and adapt to fast changing task arrival rates that may cause delayed or inaccurate load migration decisions.
• We propose a fully-decentralized task scheduling algorithm that can mitigate decision-conflict among autonomous schedulers. Our solution can avoid the undesired situation where some under-loaded peers suddenly become heavily loaded due to too many tasks migrated from outside. We theoretically derive an upper bound for the decision-conflict probability by leveraging a stochastic theory -Bernoulli trial model, where the selection probability of target nodes is proportional to their relative load status with respect to the average load level. Although the stochastic theory has been widely used in other P2P systems like chunk scheduling of P2P video streaming [23, 24] , it is rarely used in the P2P Grid model because the tasks in Grid environment are heterogeneous with different workloads and cannot be split or replicated as flexibly as video chunks.
computing capacity, or intuitively explained as the expected running time to complete all the tasks in its task queue
We build an emulated WAN testbed using Brite tool [25] and perform our simulation, with load/capacity distribution in accordance with real-life user's supply and demand relations. The simulation results confirm that our proposed solution, called Decentralized Proactive Resource Allocation (DPRA) method, can significantly improve the system throughput under the traditional gossip protocol [21, 22] with significantly reduced resource contention. The decision-conflict probability could be limited below 2%, while the system throughput could be improved about 23.6%∼47.1%. Our solution can also keep the system-wide fairness of load distribution up to 97%.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare our contribution to related works. We then present our system overview of P2P
Grid system and some notations used in our model in Section 3.
In Section 4, we analyze the close relationship between system throughput and the new performance metric average load level. In Section 5, we propose our resource allocation scheme, including the algorithm skeleton, the customized gossip protocol, the optimal dynamic estimation for the amount of migrated load, and the methodology of avoiding migration conflicts. We report some simulation results in Section 6.
We draw conclusion and present future work in Section 7.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss related work with respect to three categories: (1) dynamic load balancing algorithms targeting high throughput, (2) gossip protocols adopted in P2P system for dynamic load balancing, (3) node-selection policy that avoids resource contention.
(1) Dynamic load balancing algorithms targeting high throughput
In past decades, throughput usually serves as the major objective when evaluating the Gird's system performance, and load balancing is considered the most important strategy to improve the throughput. For instance, G. Aggarwal, et al.
proposed load rebalancing problem [11] and a few approximation algorithms.
However, they require central-controlled global task/resource states to make scheduling decisions, which cannot adapt well to dynamic situation, such as the arbitrary node join/departure and various task arrival rates. As such, many fullydecentralized structure based load balancing strategies are also proposed for improving Grid's throughput. Condor-Flock P2P [2] leverages locality-aware heuristics to get short average turnaround time and high system throughput. Another P2P Grid load balancing solution, Rank-based Autonomous Scheduler (RAS) [9] , tries to filter the target nodes and tasks with low overhead using a set of rank functions on each node, also aiming to improve system-wide throughput, which was proven to be superior than other meta-heuristics, such as Markov Chain. J. Sonnek et al. [26] propose a reputation-based scheduling approach to improve P2P desktop Grid's system throughput, while maintaining a satisfied success rate of task completion. In [7] and [10] , the task scheduling methods also aim at enhancing the system throughput by predicting task arrival rate and node's availability based on history. However, unlike our solution, all of these works are designed completely based on heuristics, which lack accurate asymptotic analyses about the impact of their concentrated performance metrics to the overall throughput, causing the effectiveness of their solutions not easily understood or widely accepted.
(2) Gossip protocols adopted in P2P system for dynamic load balancing S.K. Kwan, et al. [27] and GDLB [9] both adopt the traditional gossip protocol and also leverage a probabilistic approach for load balancing, which is similar to our work. Our DPRA method adopts a load-status conscious gossip protocol that could more effectively aggregate load states for succeeding load balancing process, significantly outperforming the traditional ones on the improvement of system-wide throughput.
(3) Node-selection policy that avoids resource contention.
Node-selection conflict among the individual schedulers may degrade the load balancing effect severely. O. Sinnen et al. [28] confirmed such a severe resourcecontention impact to the task scheduling under their distributed model. The study undertaken in [29] also shows that PlanetLab environment usually experiences the similar problem of "flash crowd" as a growing number of users simultaneously request "slices" on arbitrarily selected nodes and the bursty behavior of users inevitably leads to poor system performance.
Existing load balancing approaches cannot be used in our P2P desktop Grid.
A. Bernoit et al. [30] proposed a contention-aware solution with fault-tolerance support, but restricted to a fully-connected network model (such as in in intracluster). Such a method is not suitable for large-scale system, in that each peer is not affordable to maintain the global resource states. P. Berenbrink et al. [31] proposed a fully distributed load balancing algorithm, namely Selfish Load Balancing based on Game theory. At each scheduling round on each node, every task picks a neighboring host randomly and decides probabilistically whether or not to be migrated towards it. The proposed algorithm can achieve Nash equilibrium with rapid convergence speed without global coordination or cooperation of local schedulers, but it assumes that all hosts are homogeneous. Other negotiationbased method [32] and cooperation-based method [33] can also converge to Nash Equilibrium [34] , yet it is subject to the static assumptions which are not real-istic in dynamic situations, and cannot guarantee a high-quality system performance. Note that Nash equilibrium does not imply a high system throughput, but only means a stably converged load balancing status. In order to explicitly avoid the resource-contention impact, some solutions [14] resort to remotely checking whether their local task migration decisions would be acceptable by the remote peers. However, such a strategy is undesired since numerous failed confirmations with rejected answers will definitely introduce undesired overhead.
Unlike the existing works, we devise a novel node-selection policy (a.k.a.
stochastic proportional idle resource allocation (SPIRA)) based on Beroulli trial model, such that the nodes could make their task migration decisions with minimized decision-conflict probability, and this probability can also be derived in theory. Some existing proportional-share scheduling algorithms look similar to our node-selection policy, but they are different in nature. For example, proportionalshare policy [35] assumes resources are dividable and users get their shares proportional to their bids, but does not discuss how to minimize the mutual task migration conflict at the task scheduling phase. In contrast, our solution focuses on the problem in the task scheduling phase, such as decision conflict and scheduling delay issue, finally effectively improving the system-wide throughput.
Preliminaries
P2P networks can generally be classified into two main categories, unstructured P2P networks and structured P2P networks. Structured P2P networks, such as CAN [36] and Chord [37] , are based on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) . These systems emphasize on a highly structured overlay organization to improve searching performance with low diameter. However, their maintenance overhead is gen-erally too large and the performance would be degraded when peers frequently join/leave the network.
In this paper, we assume all the nodes are organized in an unstructured P2P overlay. A low-cost gossip protocol is adopted for periodically spreading/aggregating resource usage or load status. On each node, the submitted tasks will be placed in a local task queue. We assume that the task scheduling is activated periodically.
The local scheduler removes jobs from the local task queue and executes them on the local compute server. The local scheduler also gathers resource state information from its neighbor nodes and decides whether to send tasks to other grid nodes if it is considered overloaded. We assume task arrival rates on nodes are arbitrary,
i.e. each node asynchronously receives various number of submitted tasks over time. Thereby, once the scheduler starts, all further arriving jobs are delayed to be scheduled in the next batch.
For simplicity of analysis, we assume there are n heterogeneous nodes in the P2P grid system. Each is denoted as p i and has a different computing power (or capacity) denoted as c i , where 1≤i≤n. We assume the number of tasks received by p i at the end-time point of each periodic scheduling round is m i and each task's workload is l ik (1≤k≤m i ). Thus node p i 's total workload l i is equal to ∑ m i k=1 l ik . Let l [t] refer to the system's average workload at the time point t. The amount of workload l i will be processed by node p i at the speed proportional to c i .
as node p i 's load level. φ i could also refer to the estimated time cost in processing the remaining workload l i on p i . Figure 1 shows how to calculate the load level (φ i ) at each node. At certain time point, the system's average load level φ can be calculated as
We define the system throughput as the total workload of completed tasks per 
, where l
i∆t refers to the processed workload on p i in the duration of ∆t. In addition, as discussed previously, fairness index of nodes' load levels are commonly considered the key criterion to evaluate the system's load balancing level, and leveraged to design the load balancing algorithms by many other existing researches, but we will theoretically prove that it is insufficient to reflect the system throughput. A good scheduler should not only guarantee all computing resources are used in a balanced and fair manner, i.e., the amount of workload queued on nodes should be proportional to their computing capacities, but also lead to high system throughput eventually.
Correlation between System Throughput and Average Load Level
For dynamic P2P Grid systems with pertinent submitted tasks, it is obvious that neither minimum nor maximum load level can reflect the overall throughput in that they only concern about either the lightest or heaviest loaded peer. In this section, we will further prove that the overall system throughput cannot be reflected by Jain's fairness index (Equation (1)) of load distribution either, but fully determined by our proposed average load level.
Intuitively, the system throughput is closely related to the average remaining workload (l) at any time point: smaller remaining workload means more workloads were completed in the past. Yet, it is not trivial to mathematically determine the relationship between average load level φ and system throughput. As follows,
we will prove that φ is always proportional to system's average workload l at any time point via the law of large numbers.
Theorem 1. For various arbitrary scheduling algorithms in a large scale P2P grid system (on which each node owns O(log(n)) neighbors without loss of gen-
time point t 1 , the algorithm that can achieve smaller average load level φ, where
, at a later time point t 2 ⇔ a higher throughput is achieved.
PROOF. For a single node p i , let L i (1≤i≤n) denote the random variable of its workload l i , and Φ i denote the random variable of its load level φ i . Then, our proof could be split to three steps: (1) to prove
for the large scale P2P Grid system. (2) to prove
to prove Theorem 1: smaller φ at time point t 2 ⇔ the algorithm delivers higher throughput.
Step (1) We will leverage Markov's law of large numbers (LLN) 1 to prove this step. Markov's LLN can be formally described as follows:
We will mathematically prove that our large-scale P2P Grid model must satisfy the condition (2), when
The means of the proof is based on the fact that any two workloads L i and L j (i̸ =j) are pairwise independent with high probability because the size of each node's local partial-view cache (log 2 (n)) is quite tiny compared to the whole system scale (n). We give the formal proof as follows. First of all, we could derive the following equation.
Note that we aim to compare different algorithms over a specific time period
for any pair of nodes p i and p j . Hence, we could get following inequality.
As for any two single nodes p i and p j selected from among all nodes each con- 
Thereby, we could get Inequality (6) .
If we think of ρ ij as random variable, it is obvious that all the n 2 random variables are mutually independent with extremely high probability, thus we could get the following derivation (7) based on Chebyshev's law of large numbers, and get Equation (8) based on Inequality (6).
We will prove lim
In fact, as long as we could prove Equation (9), the above proposition will hold obviously.
In following text, we could prove lim n→∞ log x = 0 via L'Hôpital's rule in Equation (10), thus x → 1 as n → ∞, which implies that Equation (9) holds.
Based on the Formula (4) ∼ (10),
which means our P2P Grid model satisfies the law of large numbers (i.e. Equation (3)). That is,
, as n→∞. With exactly similar deduction, we could also derive that
Step (2) At any time point, ∀ i, we could consider E(L i ) a particular sample, then there will be n sample points
in the whole system. We denote the corresponding random variable as L for the n sample points. Similarly, we could also regard Φ as the random variable of n sample
and think of node capacities c 1 , c 2 , · · ·, c n as the samples of the random variable C. Note that p i 's capacity may be different from p j 's, yet any particular node's capacity is always fixed (i.e. c i will not be changed over time). Thus, we could get Equation (11), according to the numerical characteristics of random variables, which implies E(Φ)∝E(L) at any time point.
In addition, obviously,
, when n is large.
Step (3) With the results of
Step (1) and Step (2), we could easily get φ ∝ l at any time point (such as t 2 ). Since fewer remaining total amount of workload (i.e. smaller l) implies that more workloads are already processed, smaller φ ⇒ higher system throughput. The above deduction's direction can also be inverse, thus smaller φ ⇔ higher throughput, i.e., smaller φ is a necessary and sufficient condition for achieving higher system-wide throughput.
Note that the Markov's LLN does not require the random variables (either L i or Φ i for any i) are independent or conform to some identical stochastic process or distribution, thus the above proposition is of high practicability. According to the Formula (1), the fairness index F (φ) can be rewritten as
Obviously, the fairness index F (φ) cannot fully determine φ because φ is also related to
, though it could be used to evaluate the load balancing level [14, 18, 20] . Thus, the system throughput cannot be sufficiently determined by the fairness index of load level, but the average load level.
In order to simplify our design, we convert such an average load level criterion to a more tractable criterion
e. standard deviation of load level, whose variance can be proved closely related to the average load level (also to system throughput), as follows. 
2 ) as proposed in [18] . According to the proof in Step (2) of Theorem 1, E(Φ) in a large scale P2P Grid is close to φ. As such,
. Since different algorithms here are assumed to achieve the same average load level (i.e.
A is fixed), it is obvious that smaller σ Φ will lead to smaller B, thus getting higher fairness index F (φ), and vice versa. PROOF. Here, we omit the proof because it is similar to that of Corollary 1.
According to the above theorems and corollaries, the smaller standard deviation of load level (σ Φ ) is, the higher fairness index or system throughput we can get. Hence, we design our scheduling algorithm by focusing on σ Φ for simplicity.
The details will be described later.
Decentralized Task Scheduling in P2P Grid
This section presents the framework of our decentralized task scheduling scheme, including a load-status conscious gossip protocol and the basic design of our decentralized task scheduling algorithm for large-scale P2P Grid systems.
Newscast-based Gossip Protocol
Rather than flooding protocols, we adopt a low-cost gossip protocol [21] to periodically disseminate nodes' states for fast resource discovery. To minimize the transmission overhead, each peer node will disseminate a message containing its expected amount of workload to be shifted onto this node (i.e. M (p i ) to be introduced later) and its IP address. Each node will also forward the gossip messages received from other nodes to a few randomly selected neighbors per gossip cycle. In our design, we limit the number of neighbors (denoted as δ) to be log(n) and select the neighbors according to the Newscast peer sampling model [38] (to be described later). By continuously exchanging messages, each node will accumulate a set of resource messages (i.e. a set of nodes' state records) whose availabilities are determined by a Time-To-Live (TTL) value. All the state records stored by one node form this node's acquaintance node set, which varies over time. Note that a node's acquaintance nodes may not be its neighbor, but can still be connected through network. The number of acquaintance nodes on average at each node could be controlled by the TTL of the state messages.
Newscast-based gossip protocol [38] has been widely used because of its exponential convenience speed on information aggregation. Newscast [38] is a kind of neighbor-updating policy, under which the new neighbors of each node will be randomly selected from the merging set composed of the current neighbors and the neighbors of one of its neighbors. M. Jelasity et al. [38, 39] proved that periodically performing a few computations (such as calculating mean value, max/min, top-K filtering, standard deviation, etc.) at each node on the computational results calculated by the Newscast-based neighbors could exponentially aggregate the global-area statistical results with little error.
Unlike such a Newscast-based gossip protocol [38] , we designed a load-status conscious gossip protocol which could deliver even more effective message propagation efficiency in P2P desktop Grid. To ensure fast delivery of the state messages to the right target nodes and wide spreading of the information, the message whose source node is heavily loaded will be forwarded to δ/2 most lightly loaded neighbors selected from the acquaintance node set and the other δ/2 randomly selected acquaintance nodes based on Newscast policy. Similarly, if the message's source node is marked as lightly loaded, the message will be delivered to δ/2 heavily loaded acquaintance nodes and δ/2 random acquaintance nodes at each gossip cycle. Hence, each node p i should periodically classify its acquaintance node set into lightly loaded node set (UL(p i )) and heavily loaded node set (OL(p i )), by calculating their average workload level. TTL is set by the source node to indicate the duration of validity of node state recorded in the message. It will be dropped immediately upon the expiration of specified TTL, or when a more updated message from the same source node is received. With the state information accumulated through the changing neighbor nodes, each heavily loaded node will periodically relocate its unaccomplished tasks to other nodes with less workload to mitigate its over-utilized status. In the following text, the interval between two such consecutive load rebalancing steps is called epoch (i.e. the time-slot between two successive scheduling rounds), which is much longer than a gossip cycle.
Decentralized Proactive Resource Allocation
Based on the proposed gossip framework, our decentralized task scheduling 
Algorithm 1 SKELETON OF DPRA ALGORITHM

Notice: This algorithm is executed on each peer p i (0≤i≤n).
Input: lightly loaded node set (UL(p i )) and heavily loaded node set (OL(p i ))
Output: migration decisions 1: while (TRUE) do
2:
Calculate the load amount M (p i ) to be moved based on p i 's task arrival rate.
3: if (M (p i )>ε) then
4:
Compute selection probability distribution δ for every peer in UL(p i ) based on conflictminimizing strategy (SPIRA algorithm described in Section 5.4).
5:
Compose task set (T Set) filtered by Pol(S f , R), subject to ∑
6:
for (each task ∈T Set) do
7:
Select one target lightly loaded node p j ∈U L(p i ) according to its selection probability P (p j ) calculated at Line 4.
8:
Migrate the task to p j .
9: end for
10: end if
11: Wait until next round (i.e. epoch).
12: end while
Estimation of M (p i )
Let A r (p i ) denote the arrival rate of workload, i.e. the amount of load to be submitted/generated onto the node p i by its user. P r (p i ) refers to the processing rate (flops/s), i.e. the amount of load processed by p i in each epoch. To avoid overloading and keep the system stable, the amount of load beyond its processing
, should be shifted duly from node p i to other nodes [41] . Therefore, the expected load status of p i at the jth epoch could be formulated as Equation (12), where A 
If the above equation could always be maintained on each node, the global system will be always kept in a load balancing status stably. However, M
likely not obtainable, due to many unpredictable factors, such as the inevitably unstable network status, abruptly disconnected remote nodes, or their access control restrictions. Hence, we also leverage the snapshot based load rebalancing strategy to further tune the migration errors. In general, nodes' states are fuzzily classified to two levels: overloaded and underloaded, which could be varied over time. They are defined in Formula (13), where φ is approximated as ( ∑
and as(p i ) means p i 's acquaintance node set. As φ is computed based on the load information gathered from the acquaintance node set, it only reflects a local view on the global load balancing status.
The basic idea of our dynamic load rebalancing scheme is that, once a peer p i is detected overloaded, it should shift an amount of surplus workload by considering the workload amount to be generated locally in a short term. Figure 2 shows the workload on node p i (including the accumulated non-scheduled tasks and newly generated workload) at jth scheduling round.
A r (P i )
Workload to be processed (14) and (15) 
j , which will be proved in Appendix via convex optimization.
(15) By taking into account the estimated task arrival rate and processing rate of next epoch (i.e. Equation (12) at (j+1)th epoch), the final amount of load that needs to be shifted from node p i at jth epoch is given in Formula (16). (p i ) at the jth epoch, which can achieve better adaptability.
An additional question is how to determine A r (p i ) for the next epoch. In reality, its value could be predicted based on the historical records about users' task submission rates within specific periods [42, 43, 44] or tasks' execution patterns [45, 46, 47] , and the prediction errors could already be limited down to 10% against the real workloads [47] . Note that the prediction methods are beyond the scope of this paper, and our main effort is combining the above proactive design with our conflict-minimizing strategy (to be discussed in Section 5.4), such that the system throughput will not be degraded notably even with 50% margin of error on estimating A r (p i ), as validated by our simulation.
Conflict Minimization Method
One challenge in the decentralized resource allocation is the decision conflict problem: the unilateral task migration decisions may result in a lightly loaded node suddenly becomes heavily loaded (a.k.a. conflict decision event) because multiple overloaded nodes prone to select the same underloaded peer to process their surplus loads due to the lack of coordination.
To minimize the impact on conflict decision, each heavily loaded peer assumes its underloaded peers (i.e. UL(p i )) and overloaded peers (i.e. OL(p i )) are also known by other heavily loaded peers. Every peer will estimate the probability of migration conflict based on its local view and make the best-response decisions to avoid conflicts.
The proposed conflict-minimizing method, namely Stochastic Proportional
Idle Resource Allocation (SPIRA), consists of three key steps:
On every overloaded peer p i :
3) Move selective surplus tasks to node p k stochastically according to P (p k ).
Without loss of generality, we could view the process of selecting target underloaded nodes by overloaded nodes in a fully-distributed competitive P2P Grid environment as a number of independent Bernoulli trials 1 . That is, the distributed node selection process for load balancing can be analyzed equally as follows:
(1) Divide all peers with un-balanced load into overloaded nodes and underloaded nodes, constructing a bipartite graph.
(2) Each overloaded peer identifies its surplus tasks and reassign them to the underloaded peers based on a uniform selection probability (by SPIRA method).
(3) Evaluate if each assignment is a viable task migration event (i.e, a success in Bernoulli trial) or conflict decision event (i.e., a failure). Figure 3 illustrates the idea in a simplified scenario. All the surplus tasks will be migrated to lightly loaded nodes stochastically according to a uniform probability distribution, { 
}.
To reduce the communication cost, each gossip message just contains the value 1 In the probability theory, Bernoulli trial is defined as an experiment whose random outcome is alternative, either "success" or "failure". the number of gossip cycles it lasts) is equivalent to the duration of one epoch, the load state cached on other nodes in the jth epoch should always be equal to
This guarantees that the state information for task (re)scheduling is always up-to-date.
The time complexity of SPIRA method is O(|U L(p
of other sorting based solutions [14, 11] , because the overall scheduling effect has nothing to do with the sorting order of tasks to be assigned on each node. As follows, we carefully analyze the decisionconflict probability delivered by the SPIRA strategy.
Theorem 2. Given that every heavily loaded node moves its surplus load to un-
derloaded nodes selected by the SPIRA method from its acquainted nodes, the probability of the decision conflict event on lightly loaded node p k , denoted as (17)).
where
x is the total number of tasks to be shifted from all heavily loaded nodes and ≺ stands for "approaches or smaller than".
PROOF. The proof is omitted here and please reference our previous publication [48] for the details. Since our model in this paper adopts the proactive idea on load migration (i.e. M (p k ) to be migrated from p k ) rather than the static surplus load amount (ilf (p k ) · c k ) used by [48] without proactive support, the proof will also be revised a little bit, but the conclusion will not be changed at all.
Based on the Formula (17), different x will get different probability on decision conflict event, while the value of x is dependent upon the amount of load every heavily loaded node dispels. If each heavily loaded node p h dispels θ·M (p h ) (where 0<θ≤1), then x = θ·s. As an example, when every heavily loaded node migrates only 1 3 of surplus load (i.e., θ=
We also estimate the overall conflict probability by calculating the systemwide conflict events (denoted by E DC (x)) over the total number of tasks to be migrated from all heavily loaded nodes (i.e., x(=θs)), as shown in Formula (18) .
The overall conflict probability is very small according to Equation (18) . Suppose there are 140 heterogeneous lightly loaded nodes (p 1 ,p 2 ,· · ·,p 140 ) whose rela-
-140, where the total number of tasks to be migrated from heavily loaded nodes Table 1 presents the estimated probability of conflict events based on Equation (18), and the conflict probability could be down to 0.025 if each heavily loaded node migrates 80% surplus load outward. We will also evaluate the performance via simulation in Section 6. 6. Performance Evaluation
Experimental Setting
For each experiment, we first construct an emulated physical network with n (1000 ∼ 8000) computers randomly connected with various bandwidths by Waxman model through Brite topology generator [25] . Over this construction, we then use PeerSim [49] to simulate the asynchronous events based on the workload/capacity distribution reported by PPlive system [50] . The reason we choose
PPlive's statistics is that they truthfully represent the heterogeneous supply and demand relationship among daily-life P2P users, which we deem is important to our experiment. Note that one node's capacity here is referred to as its buffering capability, which is set proportional to its processing ability. Through the 25-degree polynomial fitting function, we compute the de facto distribution in Figure   4 .
According to M/M/1 model, the rate of loads added to every peer is various in terms of Poisson process with a varied λ determined by workload distribution.
We make the load of each task equal to 2,4,8,16 or 32 million instructions (MI).
For clear observation,
in each snapshot and c i is set equal to processing rate (P r (P i )), whose mathematical expectation is Figure 5 shows the makespan, standard deviation, fairness index of load level and average residual workload (i.e. l) in the duration of 4 days, where the system scale is 1000 peers and the resource discovery method uses traditional gossip protocol (the following experiments will use the same setting unless special statement). The idlest resource first (IRF) policy (e.g. min-min and max-min [51, 52]) with complete global information have been widely adopted by many distributed resource allocations [51] . Specifically, the decentralized min-min (max-min) algorithm makes every node independently search its surrounding lightest loaded peer and move the minimum (maximum) task to it. PS-AvailCap [27] is similar to our approach, but its node selection probability is simply set proportional to the idle host p k 's availability (i.e. c k − l k ) instead of the relative idle level (i.e.
Experimental Result
c k · φ k − l k ) adopted by our load rebalancing approach (i.e. M s (p k )) (referred to as SPIRA in the Figure 5 ). In Figure 5 , NeighborHood curve indicates that each heavily loaded node just selects the candidate lightly loaded peers from its direct neighbor-peer set, while Acq.Hood means that each heavily loaded node's selection range is the larger set with multi-hop based lightly loaded acquaintance peers. According to the analysis in Section 4, higher fairness index of load level or lower standard deviation implies higher balanced degree of workload status; lower makespan of load level means higher stability; lower overall average residual workload (i.e. l) explicitly indicates the higher throughput. In our simulation, we observe that the fairness index without any load balancing strategy will be kept only about 0.2, thus all the four solutions deliver acceptable fairness index based on Figure 5 (d) . Nevertheless, both idlest resource first (IRF) policy and PS-Availability policy present poor allocation results, e.g. relatively high makespan, standard deviation, and average residual workload. This is mainly due to the decision conflict problem amongst the competing peers. In contrast, our conflict-minimizing strategy shows much better result due to its mitigated decision conflicts (about 23.6%∼47.1% reduction on residual workload in terms of Figure 5 (c)).
As proved in Theorem 2, the lower migration ratio is, the lower decision conflict probability is. However, lower migration ratio may not lead to higher system throughput or load balancing level, because the lower migration ratio will definitely make the heavily loaded nodes not reach the expected average load level (φ), either do the lightly loaded nodes. As a result, there must be a tradeoff between the migrated load amount and the decision conflict. Figure 6 shows the load balancing result under different load migration ratios (i.e. θ). Figure 6 (a) shows that the decision conflicts are mitigated with decreasing value of θ. The system throughput (i.e. average residual workload) gets the optimal result when θ approaches 0.9. Figure 7 presents the resource allocation result under different resource discovery protocols during 4-days simulation (also based on optimized migration load amount calculated by Equation (16)). Figure 7 (a) shows that our load-status conscious gossip protocol can significantly improve the system throughput, while the fairness index will not change notably, as shown in Figure 7 (b). This also confirms our conclusion that fairness index cannot determine system throughput. ). Compared to the traditional load rebalancing framework, DPRA shows significantly improved performance by considering newly arriving tasks. Moreover, the under-estimation with 25%∼50% ratio shows no performance degradation than with exact task arrival rate estimation. This is because every peer adopts the Bernoulli trials with the selection-probability proportional to its viewed idle resource amounts based on our conflict-minimizing strategy. That is, in accordance with the Theorem 3, the less surplus load amount migrated, the less conflict probability is. This could In our simulation, when any node makes any task migration decisions, it will also notify the corresponding destination node to change its workload, so that it could notify its neighbors about its updated state as soon as possible in a proactive manner. From the Figure 11 , we can clearly observe that neither the average remaining workload nor fairness index of the load level will be changed notably. 
Conclusion and Future Work
To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to prove that fairness index of load level is insufficient to determine the system throughput of large-scale P2P Grid.
Based on this theory, we design a novel resource allocation scheme (DPRA) by combining the dynamic estimation of arrival tasks and the load rebalancing policy, in order to maximize the system throughput of P2P Grid. We also prove that the ratio of migration load amount from every heavily loaded node may significantly impact the mutual decision conflict. Via simulation, we confirm that our method with conflict-minimizing strategy and the load-status conscious gossip protocol can not only effectively balance the system-wide workload among heterogeneous peers with satisfactory converged fairness index (up to 97%), but plan to make use of various task-filtering policies on the basis of our theory to solve more practical issues in load migration, e.g. by considering the situation that nodes may leave when receiving a migrated task. In addition, the flash crowd problem may happen to the system or some nodes as system scale is not that large, which will also be studied in the future. and its expected workload after the load migration, respectively.
Remark:
If p i 's acquaintance set contains all the participating peers or 
